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OVERVIEW OF 2019
2019 was a great year for Adeiur! The 2019 Leadership Team would like to thank all of our
sponsors, partners, and Adeiur Allies. In 2019, we launch our official mentor-mentee program
titled The Sister Circle, crowned Miss Adeiur 2019 -Mya Hammons, partnered with Floral
Glam to host a Business Night Sleepover, completed over  2000 + hours in community service,
and wrapped over 550 gifts for the elderly with iCureaFoundation. A special thanks to our
2019 leadership team, Ka’Vonda Goodman -Assistant Coordinator, Barbara Iwunze -
Membership & Engagement Coordinator, Ebangha Tanyi -Events Coordinator (Houston),
Kehinde Agoro -Events Coordinator (Houston), Odera Nduka -Events Coordinator (Los
Angeles).
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LADIES NIGHT IN 
1Q2019 SISTER CIRCLE -MENTOR |  MENTEE SERIES

Adeiur launched official mentor-mentee program titled The Sister Circle. The Sister Circle   is a platform where

professional aged women come together to mentor, support, and foster a sense of sisterhood for their mentees,

ages 11-17. Our first quarter event for this series was titled Ladies Night In’. The theme centered around the

question, “Who do you want to be?” The purpose of this event was to encourage women to “Make up their mind”!

The women were informed about Adeiur’s vision to: Educate, Empower and Elevate women in underrepresented

areas, and on the importance of mentorship. When one has walked in the paths you desire, it is imperative to seek

the person out to learn and grow from them.

 

The event began with a presentation from our keynote speakers, Mojana Elleh and Keneshia Colwell. Together,

they shared their testimonials of faith and how their lives have been changed for the better through a

relationship with Christ and mentorship. The women spoke with transparency, authenticity and grace. This

dialogue set the tone for the evening and future Sister Circle events. In a world with competing beliefs and ideals

about what it means to be a woman, these women presented the truth. For 25 minutes, the two ladies touched on

the importance of developing and maintaining a successful mentorship relationship. The focus of their

presentation centered around how mentorship should provide humility, transparency, accountability, attention,

information, affirmation, correction and ultimately transformation.
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What I enjoyed most about this event is that it truly
served as great way to engage and encourage young

women in different conversations about faith, career,
self care and education advice . It was very refreshing
and encouraging to hear other women’s testimonies. I

truly left feeling positively influenced.
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After the first segment, there were two stations for mentors and mentees to rotate through. The first station was

‘Lip balm + Lip Scrub Making’ and the second station was ‘Face Masks’. The idea was to create activities that would

keep our attendants engaged while providing a relaxing environment for genuine sisterhood and a refreshing

experience. Most women present were able to learn about their different skincare needs, the value that lies in

being able to create their own skincare products.

Real Talk was the last segment of the event. This segment

was designed as a segway into the mentorship aspect of the

Sister Circle. Real Talk was a way to leverage the already

established atmosphere of the Sister Circle to enable

women to ask questions anonymously and encourage

dialogue. Questions varied around image, self-esteem,

relationships, priorities, professional life, skills, social media

and more. It was very important that Adeiur established a

safe space for vulnerability early on in the event and give

women the floor to provide insight to the questions being

asked.
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The women in attendance left the event with a

mission statement that they were able to use in

developing their own personal objectives. The

objectives ranged from personal skills, interests,

passions, qualities, and personality to create a

purpose for their life.
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BUSINESS NIGHT SLEEPOVER
3Q2019 SISTER CIRCLE -MENTOR |  MENTEE SERIES

On 07/19/2020, Adeiur hosted it’s 3rd Quarter Sister Circle Business Night Sleepover in Partnership with Floral

Glam. During the 3Q19 Sister Circle, FloralGlam taught the mentees how to “empower their creativity” by teaching

some business basics, and life lessons on how to make paper flowers! The event kicked off with a personalized

flower making kit provided by FloralGlam. Mentees were then asked to take their seats in their respective

working stations to commence tutorials on making paper flowers. FloralGlam was very hands on and engaging

with each mentee. She ensured that everyone present felt included and had a voice. FloralGlam presented

scholarships during the event as a way to encourage the mentees to think with an entrepreneurial mindset.

Adeiur mentors joined the mentor-mentee fun during the cupcake baking, girl talk power sessions!

 

The following day, Adeiur continued on with the Sister Circle Community Service where mentors and mentees

cleaned up local church in Stafford, Texas. 32 mentors-mentees were in attendance. On behalf of the leadership

team, a special thanks to FloralGlam and all of the mentors in attendance.
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TIMELESS ROYALTY
2019 PRINCESS PROTECTION PAGEANT

Mya Blu Hammons was crowned Miss Adeiur 2019, with Elissa Abamba as 1st Runner, and Onanefe Fidelis as 2nd

Runner Up. Six finalists were selected to participate in the 2019 Princess Protect Pageant.   The pageant was

completely free for all contestants as hair, dresses, and makeup were made available to contestants at no charge.

Amongst the contestants were Onanefe Fidelis, Baby Coleman, Iruoghene Fidelis, Elissa Abamba, Folasade Nafiiu,

and Mya Hammons. The contestants completed a 10-week intensive pageant training program that developed

their self-esteem through individual and group affirmations, allowed them to practice and enhance their public

speaking skills, exposed them to professional women excelling in their careers, and engaged them in productive

chaperoned activities throughout the summer. 

 

Other awards that were distributed that night includes: Baby Coleman as Miss Humorous, Onanefe Fidelis as Miss

Diligent, Mya Hammons as Miss Authentic, Iruoghene Fidelis as Educational Scholar, Folasade Nafiiu as

Empowerment Pioneer, and Elissa Abamba as Elevation Champion.

 

The order of the pageant was as followed: Introduction Dance, Personal Introduction, Professional Wear, Oral

projection *Future Career Aspirations*, Talent, Evening Gown, Question and Answer, Crowning .
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Over 100 people were in attendance at the 2019 pageant.

$3,500 worth of scholarship, products, and services were

included in the prize packages for the contestants. All

proceeds from the pageant went towards the Jennifer &

Josephine Scholarship fund, and future Adeiur events.

Contestants were required to complete 50 hours of

community service during the duration of the Pageant

Training to promote community engagement and instill the

importance of giving back.

 

A huge thanks to our judges and sponsors of the event.

Amongst our honored judges were Olufisayo Ruth Oke,

Ofili Nonso, and Lilian Adeyemi. Ruth Adewusi is a premier

hair stylist and make up artist in the Greater Houston area.

She holds a B.S in Business Studies while simultaneously

working as the founder and owner of Gods Fingers Salon.

Ofili Nonso is is a multi-faceted product designer, artist and

entertainer based in Houston, Texas. Lillian Adeyemi has

been a speech educator for 16 years.   Beginning her career

in Alief ISD where she was the Director of Forensics for 9

years at Hastings HS, where she amassed many National

and State Championships.
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The sponsors for the pageant included: Bisolashed,

ChicBeautè, BeautifiedByBia, Do You Fashions, Opulent

Faces by Ozichi, Amipard hair, With Love, Dr. Chimmy,

Lachysword, The Happy Eater, ONAS LLC, IIYABOX,

Wing Society LLC, Essence of a Lady, Incorporated, Faith

Tech Grow, LLC, #GotJuice, Golden Corral, DBrown

Realty, Deidre ashley luxury suite, A+ Star Smile, RCCG

Jesus House Texas: Sanctuary of His Praise, Nigerian Day

in Houston, Adventure Kids Playcare Memorial City

Houston & Sugar Land, Financial Planning and Tax Office

Inc., Anuoluwa African Store, Royal Priesthood Kingdom

Ministries, Inc., 5Snapspb, Floral Glam, Nails This Good,

DJS Entertainment, and Education Powered. 

 

All of the contestants were funneled into Adeiur’s Sister

Circle Mentor-Mentee Program. The leadership team is

beyond proud of the growth they were able to witness in

each contestant throughout the pageant. Thanks to all

that were in attendance, and on behalf of the Board of

Directors, we were honored to be able to invest our love,

time, and resources into the lives of each Princess!
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GIFT WRAPPING FOR THE ELDERLY
4Q2019 SISTER CIRCLE -MENTOR |  MENTEE SERIES

Our final Sister Circle Partnership Event of 2019 was with iCureaFoundation on their Annual Senior Citizen Christmas

Pajamas Gift Wrapping Brunch. Over 60 volunteers showed out to wrap 550 Christmas gifts for senior citizens. Miss

Adeiur 2019 was amongst the volunteers present. The Pajamas were distributed to 6 different nursing homes within

Houston and surrounding communities. To find out more about the event, please visit iCureaFoundation.org
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2019  IMPACT REPORT
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EDUCATION |  EMPOWERMENT |  ELEVATION

PERSONS 

REACHED

COMMUNITY

SERVICE HOURS

SCHOLARSHIPS

PROVIDED

SCHOOL DISTRICTS

REACHED

200+

$3500

2000+
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THANK YOU FOR AN AMAZING 2019 !
2019 LEADRSHIP TEAM
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